Are you ready for tomorrow’s
PCB industry?
What you can do to keep your PCB designs
ahead of emerging technologies

New Technologies Drive Change
Our industry constantly changes and
evolves, creating new challenges

Be a problem solver, not a prognosticator.

and opportunities almost every

Preparing for the future makes more

day. Devices considered common
place today did not exist just a few
years ago. Printed Circuit Boards
(PCBs) are now critical components
in everything from time lapse
cameras to interactive displays and
unmanned aerial vehicles.
With demand in the computing space leveling

sense than attempting to predict it.
As applications for PCBs grow and
diversify, we believe readiness can
be attained by building on traditional
sources of competitive advantage.
• Accelerate Prototyping
• Expand Capabilities
• Leverage New Tools
• Commit to Quality
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Improving in every one of these areas can be,
however. This eBook will examine ways to hone
and improve on each of these best practices.

“Our clients rely on us for
technological expertise,
fast turnaround times,
and error-free results.
That’s why we partner
with Sunstone Circuits.”
Read the Predictable
Designs case study today.

Fast is good. Fast and thorough is better.
Rapid PCB prototyping has, for the most part, always offered a competitive advantage. You save time and money by
discovering issues with design or functionality before initiating full production. The goal is simple; get to market as
fast as possible without sacrificing quality or functionality.
Speed is relative, however, and so is the value of design adjustments or improvements made during the process. Focus too heavily on
automation or quickness and it becomes more likely that errors or potential points of malfunction will be missed.
Each PCB design is unique and not all
rapid PCB prototyping services are created
equal. Though critical for success, there’s
more to rapid prototyping than a design
tool with a robust parts library, enhanced
user controls, and integrated views. The
people make the difference.

“Sunstone has supported
my design efforts like a
member of my own team,
with a personal stake in
completing our project.”
- Dan Joseph, senior R&D engineer
at Covidien

Quick and Custom Wins the Race
“Custom projects demand custom PCBs,” said Rod Seely, operations manager
at Miratron.
Since 2001, Miratron Inc. has provided custom
remote-control solutions for innovative vehicles
in the US and Canada.

With Sunstone’s PCBExpress® turning out boards in as little as twenty-four
hours, fewer design iterations translates into a smoother production.
“In one case, we were having difficulty resolving solderability issues,” said
Seely. “Sunstone sent a team to our facility. We met and showed them what was
wrong, and they helped us fix the problem.”

Expand Your Toolbox
Not every designer of PCBs is a PCB designer by trade. Some design tools can bridge the gap during the rapid
prototyping phase, making an expert out of a novice. To achieve the kind of speed and accuracy required in today’s
industry environment, designers of every skill should look for the most complete, cost-effective solution available.

It’s as easy as PCB123®
(Now with SnapEDA)
Our PCB123® CAD design software is a
complete, end-to-end solution that guides
you from design through manufacturing—and

Design for manufacturing – and quality.
Density, performance, environmental requirements. With demands on boards increasing
every day, Design for Manufacturability (DFM) becomes that much more critical. Production
quality and yield is as much a function of design as manufacturing, probably more.

it’s absolutely free. The only design software

It’s better to detect manufacturability issues as early as possible. Sunstone offers

capable of providing real-time quotes as you

DFMplus to help you achieve a working prototype on the first build spin.

design, PCB123® ensures smooth sailing from
concept to production. Features include:

Learn more about Sunstone’s approach to DFM here.

• Integrated design functions

It’s a snap.

• Automatic updating

Making parts is time consuming and can create

• Online ordering

design issues. PCB123® now integrates with

• Design Rule Check (DRC) capable

SnapEDA, putting more pre-defined parts at your

All supported by our expert team, 24/7/365.

fingertips than any CAD tool available.
With more than 750,000 pre-defined parts
available for immediate use in your PCB designs,
downloading parts is as easy as 1, 2, 3.

“Without Sunstone, I
don’t know if we could
cost-effectively produce
the boards we need
fast enough to maintain
production schedules.”
Click here for the
Gentec-EO story.

Learn from Experts, Focus on Support
The rapid demand growth for PCBs
in tablets, smartphones, and
personal computers has been
leveling off since 2015. Designers
and manufacturers now look to new
consumer technology, health services
applications, industrial systems, and
robotics as alternative markets.

Let’s Build Some Cool Stuff
Sunstone worked with innovators at Oat Foundry to make an old
technology new again—adapting it for precision and durability in an
environmentally challenging open kitchen setting.
“Sunstone engineers showed us ways to increase the board’s longevity and make it perform
better. They even had us consider changing the shape just to ease assembly,” said Oat
Foundry CEO Mark Kuhn.

To be ready for challenges
presented by these new
market opportunities, it’s

Expert 24/7 support helps you get to
market faster, and with confidence.

critical for designers and
manufacturers to expand

Our experienced support team is on call 24/7/365.

their skillsets. To build

Clients get live onsite customer support, no

elements for the emerging

exceptions. On-time delivery and quality are

machine-to-machine markets

guaranteed, helping you get to market faster, more

or supporting the Internet of

cost-effectively, and with the highest functioning

Things (IoT), you’ll want to
learn some new tricks. Having a reliable, expert
prototyping partner makes it easier to try more
complex designs. Can you design for flexible
boards as part of a wearable technology?

With traditional market segments
stagnating or even shrinking, designers
and manufacturers will seek out
opportunity in new or emerging verticals.

device possible.

Solid Camera relies on Sunstone for
hassle-free ordering, expert customer
support, and rapid prototyping.
Click here to experience their story.

Commit to Quality
Traditional devices like smartphones

The Growing UAV Industry

and computers have predictable

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, better known

environmental requirements.

as drones, have become a game changer

Drones, thermal monitors, and

in both the public and private sector.

outdoor time-lapse camera systems,

From crop management to search and

not so much.

rescue to disaster management, PCBs

We recognize that today’s PCBs must
function in almost any environment

used in drone piloting systems must be
tiny, highly functional, and built to last.

imaginable, reliably, and for the long

Discover why UAV industry pioneer C-DUS

haul. Swapping out a board inside an

Labs partnered with Sunstone to build durable, leading edge drones.

oven or at 30,000 feet is a non-starter for

Sharing a Commitment to Quality

manufacturers in these types of industries.

“We provide the highest quality equipment and best customer support in the industry

That’s why, once the design is perfected,

and we expect the same from our partners,” said Mark Waterman, manufacturing

prototypes tested, and production

manager at Electronic Controls Design, Inc. (ECD).

scheduled, board quality becomes the first
and only priority.

To learn more about how Sunstone supports ECD’s premiere thermal monitoring
product line, click here.

Don’t try to go it alone.
Our industry is changing. While some sectors are shrinking, new ones are emerging. Becoming expert on every aspect of PCB design and
prototyping seems daunting, especially if you’re continuously evaluating eventual production costs and vendor manufacturing capabilities.

Find a Partner You Can Trust
For over 45 years, Sunstone has

Going the Extra Mile

provided top tier products and services

Vance & Hines has represented the gold standard for aftermarket

to its clients. Our commitment is more

motorcycle parts and accessories since 1979. Founded by legendary

than just quality boards and white glove
support. We’ve built a reputation as a
prototyping and manufacturing partner
who is watching out for you.

quarter-mile racers Terry Vance and Byron Hines, the company is
recognized for always pushing the envelope.
“A new employee accidentally sent over some specs that called for a
tin-lead finish, rather than the silver RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous
Substances) we normally use,” said Larry Hinds, manufacturing
manager at Vance & Hines.
That anomaly raised the alarm at Sunstone. Their Sunstone rep
contacted Hinds to confirm the unusual order. It had been made in
error. That email saved an entire production run.

To meet the rigors of today’s PCB industry, we
believe you need a partner capable of supporting the
production process from concept to full production.

Download PCB123® today and
let’s get started!

“

About Sunstone Circuits®
With over 45 years as an industry
leader, Sunstone Circuits® is one

Sunstone Circuits® is committed to
meeting the needs of our customers
by providing the best and most
efficient PCB design experience from
quote to delivery.
- Terry Heilman, Sunstone CEO

of the most experienced PCB
manufacturers in the USA. We’re
proud to manufacture high-quality
products, and provide a safe and
prosperous workplace for our
employees.

”

It’s our goal to be the easiest printed circuit board manufacturer to do
business with. To achieve that goal, we can’t just talk the talk, we have to
walk the walk. Our record of success sets us apart from our competitors:
• Live, on-site customer support available 24/7/365
• 99% + on-time delivery
• Guaranteed quality from quote to delivery
• Award-winning free CAD design software, PCB123®
• Pioneer of online ordering
• Early adopter of Lead-free / RoHS compliant finishes

Our team’s hard work and innovation has earned us a reputation for quality — from quote to delivery.

Visit www.sunstone.com today and explore our full suite of services.

